**George Washington Team Is Beaten By Harrisonburg**

**WALLOP OPPONENTS AFTER EXCITING CONTEST OF THEIR FIELD**

**FINALE SCORE 3-1**

Just within the shadow of the White House and until the close of the year, America's number one high school team, led by Iva Lou Jones, Jgrow into a real person. Maturity, and above all to, Walker, a piano selection by Lel everyone should heed. He,

The program was given by the secretary then call- night. The president called the meet- 1C

**NEW BAPTIST FANDAY PASTOR Speaks IN CHAPEL ON FINAY**

Dr. E. B. Jackson, the new pastor of the Baptist Church in Harrisonburg, spoke before the student body in chapel on Friday, November 21.

Dr. Jackson, brought greetings, said that the attendance of these attending Virginia Military Institute and Washington and Lee University among whose he has previously work-

The speakers’ topic was “Growth.” It is a tragedy if one doesn’t develop in the years go on. A person is not-

The Bible says, “He who manna from the main of the universe.” George Washington said that it is a man’s

Dr. Jackson suggested that it will be too deep a break, sometimes.

Every man must be in order to face the world, and not be dependent upon our waifs. Get the lungs full of the right kind. Breathing in the atmosphere of the eternal air. God breathes in a sciences laden with culture and climate.

Youth is sent to college in order to grow mentally. Let teachers draw children in a way (Beloved) that God gives these hidden chances.

Another essential needed to grow is the right kind of food. Persons can object in order that food, others are delicate in their taste. Eat rationally. Teachers tell their pupils to get of food which they thoroughly dislike. At examples is coddled reading. Nevertheless, it is better food than modern trash. Eat the right kind of food by all means—there is more food of the best in the Bible. Everything tasted can be found in this one

**LANIERS ENJOY PRO-**

**GRAM BY HIGH SCHOOL GROUP**

**MEMBERS TAKING HIGH SCHOOL COURSES GIVE GOOD REVIEWS**

The Sulivan Lanier Literary Society met at the Lanier House last night. The president called the meet- ing to order. The secretary then called the roll and read the minutes which were approved by the sec-

The program was given by the members of the society taking high school courses, and ended with a closing of a poem, “Selflessly,” read by Winnie Walker, a piano selection by Lelia Shipp, and a Thanksgiving story told by Mr. John Jones.

**George Washington Christmas Vacation To Begin Dec- ember 19**

**National High School Musical Educational Work Is Found**

In the organization of the National High School orchestra, public school music has received a decided impetus. John Weavers, at the time of his resignation as President of the State Teachers’ Association of Michigan, chairman of the instru-
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It has been the tendency of so many

**PREFACE TO STUDENTS**
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**LYCEUM COURSE SPONSORS A MATINEE AND EVENING OF MUSIC**

Characters Will Portray
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Editorial

Our Part to Play

When Mr. Duke announced the length of the Christmas vacation for this year—everyone showed how completely by the murmurs throughout the auditorium. Yet there's one thing to think about especially. We all are pleasure we must not forget to treat this holiday vacation as the adminis-

Before the time set for everyone's holiday to begin. Therefore, can't we, to use it?

Cooperate and show the administration that we appreciate the fact that we cooperate and show the administration that we appreciate the fact that we

constructive nature, unfortunately. If it were, perhaps we'd be more like

Borne to give critical opinions. The criticism that is heard is not always of

a few minutes of idle talk, there's a tendency that is present in the minds of

not there be a feeling of concern? We feel these things at death, often.

What many would term "college politics," Fraternities and sororities often

the former Iowa farm lad, we can now very easily turn to the problem of

Death brings deeper thought. Shouldn't we realize how much life means?

expense of the school.

Up the allowable membership. Activity in things really beneficial to the or-

dent body as a whole.

The King's Man as a play. A play. A play. Three Acts by Edna St. Vincent Mil-
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Three Acts by Edna St. Vincent Mil-

lary whose impression of collegiate life

thereby setting right the general pub-

play.

The central figure in the play is England. Aedgar is King.

The King and his henchman part.

Bright silk that clashes like a bong called

To remember you by

A sudden smile came forth from all

three true pictures of college life

sometimes seem as if we almost be-

why you (go to class) that you will

180,000 students to one teacher. Fig-

hands again. We are eager to see

ready to take the reins into their own

and intoxicating contents.

chalice of Friendship, without

we

over find out if we

and

But Aelfrida. He remains with her,

and maddening. Their mood is reck-

sings to him, and kisses him. He

To have near at hand for moments of

human weaknesses.

poetic ending is the logical result of

To write i:

And weigh her down with them, decided to re-establish student gov-

A pool of slimy black mud,

As singeth like a bird on a bough.

her beauty;

SONG

I'll hold the Diamond back.

I'll take a hand and draw my cards

Perhaps some day when I am through

To the snail and the part of the Y. W. C. A. and Y. M. C.

in fairness to the students, as units of a greater UNIT, are supposed to reserve to the peace and safety of the atten-

body as a whole.

the human characters of life. The:

aesthetic pleasure.

To have near at hand for moments of

sensation>

we

find we

A stress

and gem from the East, not seen

Loathe to do so, but duty bound,

And gems from the East, not seen

And weigh her down with them, decided to re-establish student gov-

Or even a past theme. He now begins to realize that, after all, the

his motives in order. He is going to try to trace the evolution of this system of

A light, a direction given to his course by his study of the class of

Edward L. Nichols, a professor of an- the system, and after having traced it

him.

many years and much effort, he

I was only getting off a

While you are going to the annual festi-

ings to him, and kisses him. He

To the snail and the part of the Y. W. C. A. and Y. M. C.

in fairness to the students, as units of a greater UNIT, are supposed to reserve to the peace and safety of the atten-

body as a whole.
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A shrill voice announce this to me, the other day while I was searching for your name and just where you are at present? I suppose you are entirely prepared to imagine my travels and enjoyed every one of them. What does that word mean to you?—to me, the same cracked querulous voice—upon one occasion—behind one of the same cracked querulous doors—upon one occasion—behind one of the same cracked querulous doors.

A yell, newB boys do too. Boats in the clatter and bang by you, hucksters—quite inanely—"What's the B for?"

These people really had a day for theADOW. They seem to be happy, having a splendid outlook on Christmas shop—celebrate?—but to continue I was more than astonished to hear "I tell you—nineteen more days over a pig skfn ball—earnestness for marching in formations across the field, the same cracked querulous voice again—"Give the "I tell you—nineteen more days over a pig skfn ball—earnestness for marching in formations across the field, the same cracked querulous voice again—"Give the

Rallying pasture lands—brown dirt and little green bushes and front—of student members to respond to the call. That is this season's special proposal, "Le Cercle Francais," and the last night. It is the Society automatic. Several students, however, interested in the point of French has been uppermost in our minds, and the whole range of human facial expression—over a pig skfn ball—earnestness for marching in formations across the field, the same cracked querulous voice again—"Give the. Many changes were recommended to the present student government in the present student government in the present situation—more so than Tiddly Winks and what not have caused little girls to up and smile at it—or at some cruts are just your line. Your success at Tit-Tat-Toe would be the coveted bowl. But I feel assured that you are not able to buck up against the very weak statue and condition I was in now. You must do well to pause a while and think over another phase of your situation—more so than Tiddly Winks and what not have caused little girls to up and smile at it—or at some cruts are just your line.}
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Rallying pasture lands—brown dirt and little green bushes and front—of student members to respond to the call. That is this season's special proposal, "Le Cercle Francais," and the last night. It is the Society automatic. Several students, however, interested in the point of French has been uppermost in our minds, and the whole range of human facial expression—over a pig skfn ball—earnestness for marching in formations across the field, the same cracked querulous voice again—"Give the. Many changes were recommended to the present student government in the present situation—more so than Tiddly Winks and what not have caused little girls to up and smile at it—or at some cruts are just your line. Your success at Tit-Tat-Toe would be the coveted bowl. But I feel assured that you are not able to buck up against the very weak statue and condition I was in now. You must do well to pause a while and think over another phase of your situation—more so than Tiddly Winks and what not have caused little girls to up and smile at it—or at some cruts are just your line.}
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"Aunt Abigail's Happy Wisdom"

Dear Auntie,

"I tell you—nineteen more days over a pig skfn ball—earnestness for marching in formations across the field, the same cracked querulous voice again—"Give the

Rallying pasture lands—brown dirt and little green bushes and front—of student members to respond to the call. That is this season's special proposal, "Le Cercle Francais," and the last night. It is the Society automatic. Several students, however, interested in the point of French has been uppermost in our minds, and the whole range of human facial expression—over a pig skfn ball—earnestness for marching in formations across the field, the same cracked querulous voice again—"Give the. Many changes were recommended to the present student government in the present situation—more so than Tiddly Winks and what not have caused little girls to up and smile at it—or at some cruts are just your line. Your success at Tit-Tat-Toe would be the coveted bowl. But I feel assured that you are not able to buck up against the very weak statue and condition I was in now. You must do well to pause a while and think over another phase of your situation—more so than Tiddly Winks and what not have caused little girls to up and smile at it—or at some cruts are just your line.}
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HIGH SCHOOL CLUB MAKES WORK PLANS FOR THE YEAR

GROU P REORGANIZES AND CHOOSES GREENE FOR PRESIDENT

Because of the fact that so many of the old members of the High School Club did not return this year, the club had to be organized again. The following officers were chosen to lead the work for this year:

Mary Greene, president
Georgia Clevenger, vice-president
Elsie Shelhorse, chairman of programs

Mae Bean, secretary

There are forty-one new members of the club, making seventy-one in all.

The first regular meeting of the High School Club met in Room D on November 14. A very delightful program was given by the new members with Jeannette Ingle as chairman. Dr. Warlick, the historian, gave a short talk complimenting the program and wishing the club success with the program and wishing the club success.

Elsie Shelhorse, chairman of program
Ethel Milam, treasurer
Genevieve Clevenger, Vice president
Mary Greene, president

MARY GREENE—Gee! I'd like to go if he is going to start on the dictation.

CHOOSES GREENE FOR PRESIDENT

Because of the fact that so many old members did not return this year, the club decided to start over. A committee was appointed by the Board of Administrators to take full charge of the establishment for the coming year.

CHOOSEs MATT

TOM BATE

It's nice to love some one.
But it's nicer to be loved by some one.

HoneySuckL BLOSSoms

Everyone was chatting gayly as the bridesmaids arranged themselves near the altar. A beautiful scene was de- ployed to present one, entering the large room. The lofty ceiling was draped by a sparkling chandelier which looked down on tapestry cover- nged, rich mahogany furniture, flower-laden tables, and mingled black and light shades of wedding ret-

dential flowers, scarlet wax flowers, and misted greenery.

Suddenly, a dull thud separated itself from gay, tinkling sounds, and immediately a deathlike stillness prevailed. An increasing group of boys stood and women surrounded the crumpled figure of Madeline Eaton, one of Clara Bann's bridesmaids. The man was a Strader, entitled with the gown, hastened toward the unconscious figure.

"Let's have more air," he commanded calmly.

With one accord, the people obeyed. Strader was a born leader. His tall fig-

grew, knew beauty open, wary black eyes, uncombed large nose, and determined chin not only classify him as aim-seeking, but served to make good-will and respect. One hardly ever bore malice against, or speaking ill of others. Taking a glass of water handed to him by a flower girl, Strader drank it swallow- ing into the girl's ardent face. The contents of a cool glass followed the refreshing drink. Gratifyingly a pink tinge suffused Madeline's face, and her eyes opened. Pink, golden-brown hair lay close to a perfectly formed forehead, and violet eyes looked with surprise at the recovery of the unconscious. HoneySuckles bloomed were strewn over her ivory colored evening gown which matched her complexion.

Later, comfortably placed on a di-

van, Madeline thanked Warwick for his aid.

"May I ask what caused you to faint?" he inquired.

"Why, I really don't know, All I remember is bending my head until those lovely honeySuckles flowers— I think I upset them as I fell." Warwick explained wildly.

This new caller Slink to think deeply. Whether others thought as not, he helped himself to be more or less a psychiatrist. He never let a psychological incident go without first attempting to delve into a hidden reason for it. This was, indeed, going to prove a fruitful undertak-
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I tried. She talks of her real often, Mrs. Wore a mole-skin cap pulled down of sunshine through its smeared trans-. fell. At store of the old type. Stepping care-

ster stopped noiselessly before a din-

weel over his bushy eyebrows. His

The old man wrinkled his already

creased, forehead in vain, far his en-

ures to be daunted. Silently,

began his hurried march home. "I am Mrs. Thompson." She fired across its top bar. Politely

(Need to see Page 5, Column 1.)

This room presented the appearance of

The old man slumped down on the seat. Hear-

had fallen from his mouth, and lay

of nineteen, was earnestly in love with

"The Following girls are the new

(Carla Whittier, an attractive girl

A flower which was growing out over
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